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Abstract. This paper proposes a framework and propositions for future research on the influence of customer reward programs on customer retention by reviewing the studies on the customer reward programs by employing the SEM and discrete choice dynamic programming model. This framework will give rationale and advices theoretically on how to implement relationship marketing instrument in CRM, further, it will enrich the research methods and means of related themes to enterprise information systems.

1 Introduction

Customer reward programs, also is known as “loyalty programs” or “frequency purchasing programs” in retailing and “frequent flyer programs” in airline. Though the specifics of these programs are different from each other, the goal of these programs is to establish a higher level of customer retention in profitable segments by providing increased satisfaction and value to certain customers [1]. Most of scholars claim that the emphasis of relationship marketing is developing, fostering long-term customers and gaining profit from the relationship in the end [2-3], and reward programs is a relationship marketing instrument which can satisfied these demand [4-5].
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2 Theoretical Backgrounds

2.1 Perceived Value of Reward Programs

Some scholars proposed the influence factors of reward programs perceived value. O’Brien and Jones [6] suggested that five elements determine the value of a reward program: cash value, redemption choice, aspirational value, relevance and convenience; Dowling and Uncles [7] added psychological benefits of belonging to a program and accumulation points; Kivetz and Simonson [8] proposed that customers consider the luxury rewards are more perceived value than necessity reward; Yi and Jeon [9] claimed that the type of reward program and the time of reward program are the main factors of perceived value of reward program, and involvement moderates the effects of the factors on perceived value; Kivetz and Simonson [10] proposed the factor of “idiosyncratic fit” is an important factor.

2.2 The Influence of Perceived Value of Reward Programs on Customer Retention Behavior

The essential aim of customer retention is building and retaining customer loyalty, which can realize the repeat purchasing [11]. The research focus of customer retention behavior is the dependent variable of customer retention such as repeat purchasing, positive word-of-mouth, price tolerance, relationship retention during, and wallet share, etc. Currently, seldom research focuses on the influence of perceived value of reward programs on customer retention behavior, but Yi and Jeon’s [9]. Their research results show that involvement moderates the effects of reward programs on customer loyalty.

2.3 Quantitative Analysis of the Customer Retention via Exchange Data

With the developing of enterprise information systems, it is possible to collect the customer exchange data and employing the mathematical model such as discrete choice model to analyze the customer behavior.

Verhoef Peter C. [5] investigates the differential effects of customer relationship perceptions and relationship marketing instruments on customer retention and customer share development over time. The SEM and the discrete choice model are both employed in the study. Bolton Ruth N. et al. [1] develops a process model of how customers’ service experiences – including their experiences with the competition and loyalty programs – influence their repatronage behavior. Lewis [12] models customers’ response to a loyalty program under the assumption that purchases represent the sequential choices of customers who are solving a dynamic optimization problem. Chunqing Li [13] presents a dynamic customer relationship management model in a dynamic environment where customers maximize utility and the firm maximizes CLV. Lewis’s [12] and Chunqing Li’s [13] study all utilized a research methodology know as estimable stochastic structural dynamic programming or discrete choice dynamic programming. These methods are fairly well established in economics [14], and applied in marketing in recent years [12, 13, and 15].
3 The Framework of Future Research and Research Details

3.1 Research Framework

Based on the current research, we proposed a framework of future research (Fig. 1.). The vertical line divides the framework into two parts that describe two study methodologies: the left is the customer behavior model; the right is the mathematics analysis model.
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**Fig. 1.** The research framework of the influence of reward programs on customer retention behavior

In the left part, there are two rectangles: the real one describes the situation of considering competition, and the broken one is the contrary. The symbol "+" means customer retention intent, customer experience, and customer perception of competitors influence the customer retention behavior jointly. The symbol "×" means the influence is relative to whether customer joining the reward programs, which is a Boolean-variable in the model. If the Boolean-variable equals 0 (not joining to the reward programs), the model means exploring the effect of real rectangles on customer retention behavior, and if 1 (joining to the reward programs), means exploring the effect of both real rectangles and broken rectangles on customer retention behavior.
3.2 Research Details

According to the research framework of Fig. 1, future research can be classified according to two dimensions: research method (Customer Behavior Model or Mathematics Model) and whether considering competition.

**Customer Behavior Model of not Considering Competition**

In this situation, the future research would include two sub-problems (Fig. 2.):
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*Fig. 2. Customer behavior model (Not considering competition)*

Sub-problems 1: The influence of different reward programs on perceived value

In reality, the details of reward programs are different. Though the ancestors of perceived value of reward programs are not clearly defined, type of reward, time of reward and The Idiosyncratic Fit have been studied experientially. Besides of these ancestors, other factors should be explored and studied. Moreover, sometimes, the effect of moderate variables on independent variables is remarkable, so confirming moderate variables in special research environment is an important target in future.

Sub-problems 2: The influence of perceived value of reward programs on customer retention behavior

In this part, customer retention behavior can be segment to four dimensions: attitude dimension, loyalty dimension, relationship dimension and integrated index. Attitude dimension refers to relationship commitment and trust [3]. Loyalty dimension refers to customer behavior variables such as repeat purchase, cross purchase, positive word-of-mouth, price tolerance, cooperation behavior, etc. Most research claimed that reward programs would change customer behavior, enhance customer loyalty [16]. Relationship dimension refers to relationship length, relationship breadth and relationship depth [17]. Integrated index refers to customer retention rate and customer share development over time [5].
Based on which, we propose hypothesis: the perceived value of reward programs has a positive relation to attitude dimension, loyalty dimension, relationship dimension and integrated index.

In special research environment, how to confirm the variables in four dimensions and the scales of the variables is the key problem. Moreover, moderate variables and control variables could be put into the model of Fig. 2. After confirming the variables and scales, researchers can design the questionnaire, collect the data, test of hypotheses and analyze the goodness-of-fit of model. SEM and Lisrel can be considered in model design and analysis.

### 3.2.2 Customer Behavior Model of considering competition

In this situation, the future research model can be seen in Fig. 3:
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When considering competition, the discrete choice model can be applied. Firstly, the relationship between customer and firm can be defined a state variable of 0 or 1, that is, if the customer decides to join the reward program of next period, the state variable equal to 1, otherwise, 0. So, the researchers should pay more attention to the factors that influence the decision of customers. Bolton Ruth’s model [1] proposed there are three aspects that decide decision of customers. They are customer retention intent, customer experience and perception of competitors. In future research, based on Bolton Ruth’s model, the perceived value could be considered a new factor.

In future research, there are three problems: confirming the scales of variables, building discrete choice model and changing the questionnaire data into discrete choice model. The cause of data change is the variables of the discrete choice model may be different from the questionnaire data, or the linear combination of the questionnaire data.

The parameters of model can be confirmed with logistic regression and the goodness-of-fit can be evaluated by likelihood and fit coefficient. The advantage of the logistic regression is forecasting customer’s probability of joining the reward programs in next period.
3.2.3 Mathematics model
Mathematics model here refers to discrete choice dynamic programming that has advantage in the situation of “when customer considers both current and future benefit”. Because of the reward, customers always have the character of “looking-forward” when they joined a reward program, therefore, researchers can study the reaction of customer on reward programs and customer’s behavior change via discrete choice dynamic programming.

Generally speaking, there are three key points in building discrete choice model: confirming the variables of the model, defining the state variables and the evolution of variables and estimating the parameters of the model. About the first, researchers can conclude variables from the conception model we have proposed in 3.2.1; about the second, the key point is describing customer’s state adequately by smaller state space as possible; and about the third, researcher need design mew algorithm according to detail model.

As same as conception model, we can also study the reward programs in the situation of considering competition or not here. But when considering the competition, the customer state should be adjusted and the complexity of the estimate algorithm is higher.

4 Conclusions
Based on reviewing the literatures about reward programs, this paper proposes a framework and propositions for future research about the influence of customer reward programs on customer retention. The framework not only explores the relation of customer perceived value on the reward programs and the outcome factors of customer retention by employing the SEM, but also develops a discrete choice dynamic programming model to forecast the customer value perception based on their exchanging data so as to reflect the dynamic process of customer retention. This framework will give rationale and advices theoretically on how to implement relationship marketing instrument in CRM, further, it will enrich the research methods and means of related themes to enterprise information systems.
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